THREE SITES, ONE MUSEUM

Visit our other locations:

WHITE HOUSE OF THE CONFEDERACY
1201 E. Clay Street, Richmond.

ACWM - APPOMATTOX
159 Horseshoe Road, Appomattox.

Scan the QR code to see museum hours and to buy tickets.

SUPPORT THE MUSEUM
Invest in the Museum’s Civil War education and preservation work by becoming a member. For more about other locations or membership, ask our staff or visit ACWM.org.

THANK YOU!
The ACWM is profoundly grateful to all of the generous donors to the American Legacy Capital Campaign, especially the following for their special support of the First Floor Lobby, Jordan & Thomas A. Saunders III; Gallery 1, Dominion Energy and Wells Fargo; Gallery 2, U. Betram Ellis, Jr. In Honor of Mr. & Mrs. Urchie B. Ellis; Gallery 5, Pritzker Military Museum & Library; Gallery 6, Daniel G. Stoddard In Memory of Paul Spotswood Roper, III; Gallery 7, The Hearst Foundations; Gallery 8, The Grigsby Family; Gallery 9, The J. Gordon and Carol L. Beittenmiller Family.

ACWM.ORG | 804.649.1861
COVID-19 GUIDELINES AT ACWM

- Masks required regardless of vaccination status.
- Wash or sanitize your hands upon entry and frequently during your visit.
- When possible, practice social distancing.

CONNECT WITH US

WiFi Network: ACWM Guest
User Name: guest
Password: richmond

@acwmuseum
@americancivilwarmuseum
@theamericancivilwarmuseum

EXHIBITS

FIRST FLOOR

A People’s Contest: Struggles for Nation & Freedom in Civil War America
At the heart of the Civil War, a diverse set of Americans shaped the tragic course and unexpected outcomes while creating a new nation.

Robins Theater (Coming 2022)

SECOND FLOOR

Greenback America
How did the way in which the United States decided to pay for the Civil War transform the relationship between government, the economy, banks, and citizens? Rotating Exhibit

Southern Ambitions
How did the Confederacy aspire to be a major player among the world’s most powerful nations? What happened when those nations did not accept them? Rotating Exhibit

Richmonders at War
What happens when wars come home? Rotating Exhibit